Balboa Capital Announces Expansion Of Its Large Ticket Financing Division
Top Independent Financing Company Adds Staff, Office Space To Address The Financing Needs Of
Companies With Greater Than $50 Million In Annual Revenue
IRVINE, CALIFORNIA, January 14, 2014 - Balboa Capital, a leading provider of commercial financing and
commercial business loans, today announced that it has expanded its large ticket financing division. The
company added 15 highly experienced finance managers to keep pace with the growing financing needs
of large companies and corporations throughout the United States.
“The recent expansion of our Enterprise Sales Division reflects our rapid growth in the large ticket arena
and demonstrates our commitment to providing large companies with the flexible financing solutions
they need,” said Michael Bivins, Director of Sales for Balboa Capital’s Enterprise Sales Division. “We have
the funding capacity and proven track record of success that corporate clients and Fortune 1000
Companies expect.” Balboa Capital acquired new office space at its Irvine, California headquarters to
accommodate the growth of its Enterprise Sales Division.
The Enterprise Sales Division at Balboa Capital facilitates financing transactions from $100,000 to $50
million for companies in a diverse variety of industries, including manufacturing, aerospace,
construction, telecommunications and technology. Balboa Capital’s web-based financing tools and
dedicated large ticket credit experts and customer service specialists help reduce the administrative
burden for businesses. The end result is a highly efficient and streamlined financing process from start
to finish.
About Balboa Capital
Balboa Capital is a technology-driven financing company that provides business owners with fast, hasslefree solutions to fuel their growth and success. The company specializes in small business loans,
equipment financing, commercial financing, equipment vendor financing and franchise financing. Balboa
Capital developed an intuitive online platform that simplifies the entire financing process. Calculators
provide instant estimates, applications can be completed and submitted in a matter of minutes, and
sophisticated credit scoring technology provides instant decisions. Visit http://www.balboacapital.com
to learn more.

